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Abstract: Crown simulation based on basis spline (b-spline) interpolation is a compatible method
to simulate tree polymorphism at present. However, there are two problems when it simulates the
crown: the first problem is that the derivative value at the top point needs to be given manually,
and the second is that the type of value point needs to be collected equidistantly. To solve the above
problems and realize convenient and accurate tree polymorphism simulation, this study took Chinese
fir as the study object, set the crown morphological feature as the model value point, and constructed
a coupling model of generalized B-spline curve and crown (CMGBCC) as the constraint condition
of the crown shape to simulate the polymorphism in the process of a tree three-dimensional (3D)
model. The position and size of the distribution on the 3D model of the branches were constrained by
the curve, and the 3D modeling of a Chinese fir polymorphism was constructed. According to the
collection of Chinese fir-type value points in the sample plot, the study realized the detailed types of
value points’ precise simulation for three polymorphisms of the Chinese fir crown, including natural
pruning, crown displacement, and crown shape difference. At the same time, the different withered
existence states of the branches were considered preliminarily. Compared to the 3D model with the
field survey data, indicating that constructed models could simulate the difference in tree crown
morphology precisely, the branch models were separated by convenience to simulate the process of
Chinese fir growth. In the process of construction, CMGBCC did not need to add the derivative value
in a manual way and could collect the type of value points according to the characteristics of the
crown morphological changes completely. Compared to the results of the crown curve constructed,
which were based on generalized B-spline (GB-spline) interpolation and b-spline interpolation, it
showed that the number of crown value points collected by the GB-spline interpolation method
decreased by 18% on average. The precision of the crown shape constraint was improved by 7.63%
compared to b-spline interpolation. The 3D modeling of tree polymorphism was combined with
the relationship between tree morphology and environment. At the same time, it was convenient to
simulate the behavior of forest management measures, such as pruning.

Keywords: polymorphism; 3D model of Chinese fir; generalized B-spline interpolation; withered
state of branch; natural pruning; crown displacement; crown shape difference

1. Introduction

The three-dimensional (3D) modeling of trees is the 3D construction process for
tree morphological structures. In general, the morphological structure of trees with the
same species follows a common feature. However, for each individual, the influences
from the surrounding environment are different: the morphology of the individual has
different manifestations, such as natural pruning [1,2], crown displacement [3,4], and crown
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shape difference: these are important manifestations of a tree 3D model polymorphism.
Meanwhile, in the process of 3D modeling, the expression of the interaction between the
morphological structure and environment is limited by tree polymorphism.

Relevant studies have shown that spatial factors such as stand density and space
competition have a direct impact on tree crown morphology [1,5]. Air pollution has an
inhibitory effect on growth, thereby affecting the morphological structure [6]. Climatic
factors such as light, drought, and temperature also influence the morphological structure
by interfering with the growth rate further [7–9]. In addition, other factors such as topog-
raphy and altitude can influence the growth and change the tree morphology through
differences in soil water content [10]. In summary, the tree’s morphological structure is
influenced by various environmental stress factors. The mechanisms of these various
factors overlap and intersect with each other. The spatial structure can comprehensively
reflect the effects of various environmental factors, such as spatial competition, light, and
terrain, on the crown’s morphological structure [11–14]. Therefore, this study combined
the spatial structure to explore the performance of tree polymorphism.

At present, for the 3D modeling research of tree polymorphism, Ma et al. used to
age and spatial structure parameters as variables to construct an under branch height
(UBH) model, simulating the occurrence process of natural pruning through the tree
growth visual simulation and constrained crown contour based on basis spline (b-spline)
interpolation [15]. Subsequently, researchers constructed a UBH model based on spatial
structure parameters and tree heights to simulate natural pruning with the influence of
different spatial structures [16,17]. For the whole crown shape, current research has mainly
utilized the crown curve for constraint simulation [18,19], including the crown curve
power function (POW) [20] and spline interpolation [15]. The shape value points were
substituted into those two functions to fit the crown’s outer contour shape. In addition,
the effect of space resource competition on the tree branch growth, branch distribution,
and crown shape was considered, and environmental factors were applied to express tree
polymorphism [21]. Additionally, Palubicki et al. combined the lighting and plant growth
mechanism to construct a 3D tree model [22]. These studies explored tree polymorphism
and polymorphism modeling from different perspectives.

Indeed, evidence exists that Chinese fir is a uniaxially branched conifer species, and
its crown morphology exhibits different characteristics at different ages. The number of
branches, length, angle, and distribution structure of branches all follow certain rules [23].
This morphological structure is affected by the environment, showing an irregular diversity,
which is suitable for polymorphism 3D modeling research. With the introduction of a gen-
eralized B-spline (GB-spline) curve, the accuracy of Chinese fir’s crown shape simulation
was improved; b-spline interpolation is one of the most popular methods, which must
input an equal distance of type value points.

The main objective of this study was twofold: (1) To construct a 3D Chinese fir
polymorphism model (3D-CFPM) to predict tree morphological structures using detailed
shape point data (tree height, crown width, UBH, height at the maximum crown width
(HMCW) and other crown shape mutation points) of the sample plot survey; (2) to explore
a GB-spline curve when constructing a coupling model of a generalized B-spline curve and
crown (CMGBCC), and simulating the different Chinese fir crown shape polymorphisms
under natural pruning, crown displacement, and crown shape differences. These results
were validated by the existing b-spline curve and instrument field measurement to verify
the effectiveness of CMGBCC when constraining the Chinese fir crown shape.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data

All fieldwork was conducted at the Chinese fir plantation area in the Shanxia Forest Farm
of the Subtropical Forestry Experiment Center, Jiangxi Province, China (114◦37′~114◦41′ E,
27◦43′~27◦46′ N, 85~300 m altitude). It belongs to the terrain of the low hill, with an
average annual temperature of about 17.5 ◦C and an annual rainfall of 1100–1700 mm,
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belonging to a subtropical monsoon humid climate. Considering the influence of spatial
structure and age on the trees’ morphological structure, a total of 239 Chinese firs in
8 plots of 20 m × 20 m were selected for data collection. The selected range had an age
span of 12–30 years and different stand densities. The relative position of each Chinese fir
was measured in the sample plot to analyze its spatial structure; the basic type of value
points was measured for each tree, including tree height, diameter at breast height (DBH),
and crown width in different directions (include four directions: east, west, south, north),
UBH, and HMCW. Additionally, based on the measurement of the crown morphological
mutation points of each tree, detailed type value points were obtained. The distribution of
eight plots and the distribution of trees in each plot were as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The distribution of eight plots and the distribution of trees in each plot.

The data statistics of the basic type of value points for trees in the sample plot are
shown in Table 1. Number 1–8 are eight plots’ reference which are measured.

Table 1. Statistics of the basic type of value points of trees in the sample plot.

Type Height/m DBH/cm UBH/m HMCW/m Crown Width/m Age/a

Max 30.4 36.5 14.6 18.1 4.0 30
Min 8.8 8.3 4.5 7.2 0.4 12

Average 17.8 23.6 8.0 13.9 1.7 24

2.2. Constructing CMGBCC

B-spline interpolation is a commonly used interpolation function for fitting the shape
and outline of objects [24–27], which has good local controllability. The crown curve is a
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function curve that describes the outer contour of the tree crown. Ma built the crown curve
of the Chinese fir based on b-spline interpolation in the B-spline interpolation. Compared
with the interpolation methods such as POW, it was suitable for expressing the irregularity
of the crown [15]. However, the b-spline interpolation to construct the crown curve has
certain defects; these include the fact that the derivative value at the top point of the
tree is unknown, and the crown value point collection needs to meet the equidistant
collection during fitting. Regarding these two defects, the former causes the need to
increase the artificial input parameter values in the process of constructing the crown
curve, which cannot effectively confirm the rationality of the parameter values; while the
equidistant collection type value points greatly limit the record, the position of the crown
shape changes, which may cause the simulation results to under-represent the crown’s
morphology. Therefore, based on the b-spline interpolation to construct the crown curve,
this study introduced the periodic basis spline (pb-spline) and GB-spline interpolation into
the study of crown curve construction to solve the current shortcomings gradually.

Owing to the fact that the envelope range of the crown curve was the outer contour
of the longitudinal section of the tree crown, the endpoints at the top of the tree were
continuous and closed. In the actual measurement, the slope at the top point of the tree
was difficult to obtain accurately, and b-spline interpolation fitting could only be based on
derivative values given empirically. The pb-spline interpolation did not need to provide
this value; therefore, this study introduced pb-spline interpolation on the basis of b-spline.

Since the top point of the crown curve was closed and continuous, according to the
characteristics of the continuous curve function, we could define the value of point a where
the left curve approached the vertex as f(a), and the value of point b where the right curve
approached the vertex as f(b). The curve function f(x) was assumed as follows:

f(a) = f(b)
f′(a) = f′(b)
f′′ (a) = f′′ (b)

, (1)

The expression of the cubic polynomial: gk(t) of the k-th interpolation only related to
the base point t and was expressed as:

gk(t) = ϕ

(
t− tk

h

)
, (2)

where h is the max value of the interpolation of ti+1 and ti which are two adjacent points
and ϕ(t) is the cubic b-spline system, the for which expression was:

ϕ(t) =
1
6



(t + 2)3 t ∈ [−2,−1]
1 + 3(t + 1) + 3(t + 1)2 − 3(t + 1)3 t ∈ [−1, 0]
1 + 3(1− t) + 3(1− t)2 − 3(1− t)3 t ∈ [0, 1],

2(2− t)3 t ∈ [1, 2]
0 | t | ≥ 2

(3)

By combining the values of gi(t), g′i(t), and g′′i(t) at each base point in Equation (1),
the following conclusions could be drawn:

a0 + 4a1 + a2 = an + 4an+1 + an+2
a0 − a2 = an − an+2

a0 − 2a1 + a2 = an − 2an+1 + an+2

, (4)

where a0, a1, and a2 presented the three points on the left curve that approached the vertex.
Additionally, an, an+1, and an+2 were three points on the right curve that approached
the vertex.
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Simultaneously, the three equations of Equation (4) could be solved:
a0 = an

a1 = an+1
a2 = an+2

, (5)

At this time, there were n unknown parameters of the b-spline and n linear equations:

4 1 1
1 4 1

1 4 1
. . .

1 4 1
1 1 4





a1
a2
a3

& . . .
an−1

an

= 6



f1
f2
f3

& . . .
fn−1

fn

, (6)

Since the coefficient matrix of the equation system was a strongly dominant diagonal
matrix, according to the relevant theorem of numerical calculation, the linear equation system
had a unique solution. However, the coefficient matrix of this equation system did not satisfy
the tridiagonal; therefore, the improved chasing method was used to solve it [28].

The introduction of pb-spline interpolation solved the problem of manually inputting
the derivative value at the top point but did not solve the critical issue of the equidistant
collection of type value points. Therefore, on this basis, the interpolation function was
further improved to GB-spline interpolation, constructing CMGBCC.

For GB-spline interpolation, there was the Cox-de Boor recurrence formula [29,30]:

Bi,0(t) =
{

1 t ∈ [ti, ti+1]
0 otherwise

Bi,k(t) =
t−ti

ti+k−ti
Bi,k−1(t) +

ti+k+1−t
ti+k+−ti+1

Bi+1,k−1(t)
, (7)

When k = 3, the cubic GB-spline curve could be expressed as:

Bi,3(t) =



(t−t i−2)
3

(t i+1−ti−2)(t i−ti−2)(t i−1−ti−2)
t ∈ [t i−2, ti−1]

t−ti−2
2(ti−t)

(ti+1−ti−2)(ti−ti−1)(ti−ti−2)
+ (t−ti−2)(t−ti−1)(ti+1−t)

(ti+1−ti−2)(ti+1−ti−1)(ti−ti−1)

+
(t i+2−t)t−ti−1

2

(t i+2−ti−1)(t i+1−ti−1)(t i−ti−1)
t ∈ [t i−1, ti]

ti+2−t2(t−ti)
(ti+2−ti−1)(ti+2−ti)(ti+1−ti)

+ (t−ti+2)(t−ti+1)(t−ti−1)
(ti+2−ti−1)(ti+1−ti)(ti+1−ti−1)

,

+ (t−ti−2)ti+1−t2

(t i+1−ti)(t i+1−ti−1)(t i+1−ti−2)
t ∈ [t i, ti+1]

(ti+2−t)3

(t i+2−ti+1)(t i+2−ti)(t i+2−ti−1)
t ∈ [t i+1, ti+2]

0 otherwise

(8)

Bi,3(t) was calculated and the value at each point was:

Bi,3(tj) =



(t i−1−ti−2)
2

(t i+1−ti−2)(t i−ti−2)
j = i − 1

(t i−ti−2)(t i+1−ti)
(t i+1−ti−1)(t i+1−ti−2)

+
(t i−ti−1)(t i+2−ti)

(t i+1−ti−1)(t i+2−ti−1)
j = i,

(t i+2−ti+1)
2

(t i+2−ti)(t i+2−ti−1)
j = i + 1

0 otherwise

(9)

The shape value points obtained by the field measurement were brought into the
calculation, and the crown curve of the tree could, therefore, be obtained. When the
mutation position of the crown shape was recorded in more detail. The detailed shape
points is shown in Figure 2a, and the simulation of CMGBCC is shown in Figure 2b.
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Figure 2. The simulation of CMGBCC.

In Figure 2a, we have shown some characteristic points of tree crown morphology. H
is the height of the tree, Hcw is the HMCW on the west side, Hbw is the UBH on the west
side, Hce is the HMCW on the east side, and Hbe is the UBH on the east side. These five
parameters are the basic value points of the tree crown in the viewing angle of one side.
The bulge is the outwardly bulging part of the crown, and the sunken point is the inwardly
concave part of the crown. In Figure 2b, we showed the result of CMGBCC. The red lines
represent the crown curve simulated by CMGBCC.

2.3. Constructing Coupling Model of 3D Chinese Fir Trunk, Branches Model and Withered State

The composition structure of Chinese fir could be decomposed into the trunk, the
first-level branches, second-level branches, leaves, and so on. The crown morphology
would directly influence the tree morphology; the morphological structure of the first-level
branches and the position distribution on the trunk were the direct factors that influenced
the crown morphology. At the same time, the amount of calculation on the subsequent
loading model was considered, and this study dissected the Chinese fir model as the trunk
model and first-level branch model.

SpeedTree is currently a more professional and complete tree 3D modeling soft-
ware [31]. The trunk of the Chinese fir is straight; therefore, the Chinese fir shaving equation
could be taken for the 3D model of the trunk as the outer contour constraint [32–34]. Then,
the skeleton of the 3D trunk model was constructed in the speed tree, and the Chinese fir
bark texture map was added.

The theoretical basis for the construction of a first-level branch model was the mor-
phological and structural characteristics of the first-level branch. Because the overall
morphological structure of the Chinese fir conformed to the fractal theory and demon-
strated self-similarity, the morphological structure of the first-level branch was similar
to the overall morphological structure of the tree. The distribution characteristics of the
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second-level branch were the basis of the first-level branch. The elevation angle of the
second-level branch on the Chinese fir basically conformed to normal distribution; this was
mainly concentrated in the range of 50◦~100◦, and the azimuth angle was mainly concen-
trated at an interval of 135◦~225◦ and 315◦~45◦, which was distributed in the horizontal
direction. The leaves were arranged approximately symmetrically on the branches [35].

Because the first-level branch was the most direct unit to determine the shape of the
tree crown, considering the amount of model loading and rendering, models in the model
library were composed of first-level branches.

At the same time, the tree grew all the time. with branches and leaves growing new
and dying with age [36]. Therefore, the construction of the branch model considered the
influence of growth and designed branches with different withered states.

The rules considered in the modeling process are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The rules of constructing branch models.

The Level of Branch Index Description

first-level branch withered state amount of needle cover on branches

first-level branch elevation angle the angle between the branch and the
vertical direction of the trunk

first-level branch branch length length of branch
first-level branch base diameter branch base diameter

second-level branch elevation angle the angle between the branch and the
vertical direction of the primary branch

second-level branch azimuth the angle between the branches in the
horizontal direction of the primary branch

second-level branch undershoot length between the branch point and base

Then, the different types of first-level branch models by these rules were constructed.
The withered states were controlled by the number of leaves on the branches, which
included the branch that had no leaves, the branch that had limited leaves, the branch that
had 50% leaves, and the branch that had whole leaves. The first-level branch’s elevation
angle was controlled by the elevation angle of the branch on the trunk. The branch length
was controlled by the branch matching point and branch point. The base diameter was
controlled by the age of the branch.

The bark and leaf texture maps of the Chinese fir are shown in Figure 3a,b.
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Figure 3a is the bark texture map of Chinese fir, Figure 3b is the leaf texture map of
Chinese fir

2.4. Simulations of Three Types of the Tree Polymorphism

Three types of tree polymorphisms, including natural pruning, crown displacement,
and crown shape difference, were simulated and expressed in the 3D model by the distri-
bution of branches and the constraints of the crown curves.

Natural pruning was the result of the dead branches on trees causing the UBH to move
upward; therefore, natural pruning could be simulated by the combination of the UBH
model [16,17,37] and the loading of the 3D branch models. Due to the different strengths of
the crown affected by space competition in different directions, the corresponding UBHs
were also different. Therefore, the UBHs in various directions were calculated by the UBH
models of the Chinese fir in different directions [17], and the obtained parameters were
transferred to the branch models for loading. The loading positions of the branches in
different directions were adjusted in this module, and the simulation of natural pruning
was realized.

Hb = H

(1 + e 0.047+0.003DBH−0.044PH − 0.206PV
) , (10)

In the formula, Hb represented the UBH in a single direction, PH was the horizontal
spatial structure parameter in a single direction, and PV was the vertical spatial structure
parameter in a single direction.

Natural pruning represents the distribution of the lowest living branches in different
directions, while the dead branches below them were the result of historical natural pruning,
which also has an important impact on tree morphology. Therefore, the loading position
of dead branch models in the corresponding direction was taken from the position of the
lowest living branches as the reference. According to the research on the dead branches
and leaves of Chinese fir, the dead branch models were loaded down randomly for about
three rounds to simulate the survival state of the branches to the current natural pruning
result state.

The simulation process of natural pruning is shown in Figure 4.
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In Figure 4, the blue point and green point are the lowest positions of the living
branches in different directions, while the red points are other living branches’ positions.

Crown displacement is the phenomenon that the crown shape is asymmetric, concave,
or convex to one side when the tree crown in different directions is affected by different
environments [3,4,38,39]. It is a common polymorphic form in the crown of the stand. The
crown displacement phenomenon was simulated based on the crown curve’s constraints
on the outer contour shape of the tree crown.

Since the result of the crown displacement phenomenon was that the crown shifted to
one side as a whole, it could be simulated by the crown curve and fitted by the basic value
points. The basic value point data parameters obtained by measurements and calculations
were transferred to the crown curve building module; the tree crown shape was constrained
by the outer contour, and the 3D branch models were loaded. When the widths of the tree
crowns in the corresponding east–west and north–south directions were quite different,
the model could simulate the crown displacement phenomenon. The simulation process is
shown in Figure 5.
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In Figure 5, the red points were left-type value points, the green points were right-type
value points, and the blue point was the top point in the tree. The widest left crown was
1.8 m, and the widest right crown was 2.2 m.

The crown shape difference refers to the interaction of the tree crown with the envi-
ronment. Based on the basic crown shape law of these tree species, it presented irregular
bumps [39]. Compared with the crown displacement, it showed the details of the crown
shape at length. Therefore, the simulation of the crown shape difference was based on the
simulation of crown displacement, and this simulation was realized by fitting the crown
curves to the detailed shape value points. This process is shown in Figure 6.

In Figure 6, the red points are type value points, the blue circles are the sunken
positions on the crown shape difference, and the green circles are the bulge positions on
the crown shape difference.
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3. Results
3.1. 3D Models of Chinese Fir Trunk and Branch
3.1.1. 3D Models of Chinese Fir Trunk

The trunk of the Chinese fir is straight, and the shape of the trunk varies a little between
different ages. Therefore, based on the experimental data, the tree height’s distribution
range in the experimental area was between 8.8 and 30.4 m, with an interval of 5 m, and
the closest interval median was taken. At the tree height value, the initial trunk model was
constructed at each interval. The model properties are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The trunk model properties.

Tree Height Range Model Height/m DBH/cm

8.0~9.0 8.8 13.5
14.0~15.0 14.5 20
20.0~21.0 20.5 27.3
26.0~27.0 26.4 29.7
30.0~31.0 30.4 31.2

Taking the tree height of 20.5 m as an example, the constructed 3D model of the trunk
is shown in Figure 7.

3.1.2. 3D Models of Chinese Fir Branch

Since the first-level branch directly influenced the overall shape of the Chinese fir,
the branch model in the model library only included the first-level branch model. From
the research on the Chinese fir branch morphology and structure, it could be seen that
the Chinese fir crown could be divided into three layers according to the elevation angle
of the branches and arranged from low to high positions, while the number of leaves on
the constructed branch model ranged from less to more. In this study, considering that
dead branches had a certain influence on tree polymorphism, the modeling was carried out
according to the index parameters in Table 2.
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According to these indexes, the models were constructed at an interval of 10◦, and
the elevation angle of the primary branch was between 40◦ and 100◦. Among them, the
first-level branch accounted for 80% to 85% of all branches between 60◦ and 90◦. Since
the dead branches generally followed the bottom-up law, the elevation angle distribution
law of the Chinese fir branches generally decreased from the bottom to the top. The new
branches at the top of the tree were mainly distributed between 40◦ and 60◦, which were
constructed to cover all the leaves; between 90◦ and 100◦, mainly dead first-level branches
with very few leaves survived.

The branch models and model properties for different withered states are shown
below. Figure 8 shows the dead first-level branch model, Figure 9 shows the branch model
with a very small number of leaves surviving, Figure 10 shows the branch model with 50%
dead leaves, and Figure 11 shows the branch model without dead and dropped leaves.
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3.2. The Result of CMGBCC

The 3D-CFPM was obtained by CMGBCC according to the distribution structure of
Chinese fir branches and the constraints of the fitted crown curve. Taking a spatial structure
unit as an example, the 3D-CFPM in the spatial structure unit is shown in Figure 12.

Number 1 to 7 are seven trees in a spatial structure unit. The red circle No. 1 is the
center tree, the blue circle No. 2 is the surrounding tree on the east side, the blue circles
No. 3 and No. 4 are the surrounding tree on the north side, the blue circle No. 5 is the
surrounding tree on the west side, and the blue circles No. 6 and No. 7 represent the
surrounding tree on the south side.
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The 3D model of the central Chinese fir was constructed in the spatial structure unit,
the value of the crown shape is shown in Figure 13a, and the result of CMGBCC is shown
in Figure 13b.
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In Figure 13a, the west is on the left, and the east is on the right. The bottom blue point
is the position under the high branch, the red point is the lowest dead branch position,
and the red line is the constructed crown curve. It can be seen from the figure that the
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space competition on the left side was less than right; therefore, the natural pruning on
the left was less than that on the right side, which then caused the UBH to be lower on
the left; at the same time, due to the less competition on the left side, the branch growth
conditions were better than the right side, and the tree crown presented a phenomenon of
crown displacement to the left. On the right side, due to competition reasons, there was a
concave in the upper part of the UBH, which resulted in a special crown shape, showing
the difference in crown shape. The natural pruning, crown displacement, and crown shape
differences were simulated on Chinese fir in the figure. In Figure 13b, we visualized the
shape of the tree crown.

The method with b-spline interpolation could constrain the crown shape too. In the
this it needed to set a derivative value at the top point and isometric acquisition type value
points. However, in this method, the derivative value at the top point did not need to
be set, the influence of human error on the model was reduced, and the efficiency of the
model fitting was improved. In addition, the type of value points collection was more
flexible, which could be collected according to the actual situation of the crown shape. Only
a small amount of collection was required in the case of no mutation, and more collection
was required in the case of severe morphological changes. However, the tree morphology
usually followed a rule, and morphological changes that did not conform to the rule only
took place at the location of environmental interaction; therefore, most of the time, there
was no mutation. This not only reduced the collection amount of type value points in
general but also made CMGBCC more consistent with the actual situation. The comparison
of the two methods is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The comparison of the two methods.

Index b-Spline Interpolation CMGBCC

Derivative value at the top point Add manually and uncontrollable
factors of the model

It does not need to manually input the derivative value at the
top point, simplifying the model construction process and

reducing the error caused by humans
Collection rules of type value points Equal distance acquisition It can be collected according to the crown shape change rules

Collection interval of type value points Equal distance acquisition Acquisition at any distance
Model complexity The model form is relatively simple The model form is relatively complex

3.3. 3D Modeling and Verification of Chinese Fir Polymorphism

The three polymorphisms of the Chinese fir were simulated by CMGBCC constraints
and branch model loading, and the 3D-CFPM was also constructed.

Taking plot 1 as an example, there were 56 Chinese firs in plot 1, and this basic type of
value data for the Chinese fir are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Statistics of forest trees in sample plot 1.

Type Height/m DBH/cm UBH/m HMCW/m Crown Width/m

Max 28.3 34.2 14.2 17.0 3.8
Min 9.6 9.3 4.9 8.6 0.4

Average 17.0 20.4 8.3 13.1 1.9

According to the detailed type of value point data that were obtained by combining
the basic type of value point data and the crown shape mutation point data, the Chinese firs
in plot 1 were simulated, and the positions of the Chinese fir were distributed according to
the relative positions obtained by measurements. The real photo was taken at observation
point 1, as shown in Figure 14a, and the simulation results and the visualization of the
crown curve are shown in Figure 14b.
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The crown curve of the front row of the Chinese firs was visualized and expressed.
There were seven Chinese firs in the front row. It could be seen that the UBH of each tree
varied with the influence of the surrounding competition. These different results were
simulated and expressed for the natural pruning situation. The visualization results of
the crown curve directly showed the crown displacement phenomenon and crown shape
difference phenomenon in the Chinese fir crown, both of which were related to the spatial
structure and expressed the crown deviation in the direction of greater competition and
less competition in the same tree. This more clearly simulated the crown displacement
phenomenon. At the same time, the mutation points of the crown shape were expressed,
and the crown shape difference was simulated.

Figure 14a is photos of Chinese fir morphology collected during field measurements,
Figure 14b is the simulation results of Chinese fir morphology at this angle. Number 1 to 7
are seven Chinese firs in the front row, they are numbered from left to right. It’s same for
Figures 15 and 16.

The simulation results of observation positions 2 and 3 in sample plot 1 were compared
with the real situation, as shown in Figures 15 and 16.

From Figures 15 and 16, it can also be seen that the six trees in the front row of observa-
tion point 2 and the nine trees in the front row of observation point 3 had polymorphisms
in their crown morphology due to different environmental influences in different directions.
This study achieved a good simulation of the polymorphism of the Chinese fir.

The number of crown-type value points collected by CMGBCC was compared with the
method based on b-spline interpolation. In this study, 3713 type value points were collected
on 239 Chinese firs, while 4528 points were collected in the same trees by the previous
method, which was collected every 1 m, reducing the number by 18%. The crown curves
constructed by these two methods were compared. The crown curve regions constructed by
the two methods were subjected to the operation of an intersection inversion. The obtained
region was part of the crown curve whose range was wrongly divided and where there
was less missing when divided based on the b-spline interpolation. Compared with the
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previous methods, the average result of the verified result showed that the error area that
was missing or more than the true crown curve was reduced by 7.63%.
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4. Discussion

The most obvious innovation in this study was to construct the CMGBCC model. In
mathematics, at the progress of simulating GB-spline interpolation, the CMGBCC model
has two advantages: (1) it has simplified steps for assigning the derivative value at the
top point, and (2) there is no requirement for the equidistant collection of type value
points. First, the GB-spline interpolation was suitable for the crown shape fitting as it
could provide precise simulation results for the crown shape features. Compared with the
b-spline interpolation, the number of type value points required in GB-spline interpolation
decreased by 18%, and the accuracy of the crown shape constraint increased by 7.63%.
Second, after fitting the crown shape curve, polymorphisms such as natural pruning,
crown displacement, and crown shape difference could be better expressed. Third, adding
different states of the withered branch to coincide with the real tree branch growth helped
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to improve the performance of the tree polymorphism. Therefore, the CMGBCC model
improved the b-spline interpolation to construct the crown curve from a basic principle,
which raised the crown curve fitting degree with true shape and optimized the crown
curve construction process simultaneously. From the early 3D tree modeling to the current
3D tree polymorphism modeling [40,41], related research has considered the influence of
environmental interactions and has added environmental factors to the 3D tree modeling
process gradually. In the forest stand, the development of the tree’s polymorphism was
influenced by the environment widely. It is an important reason that makes it difficult
to restore a real tree’s morphology, and most 3D tree models cannot express the forest
growth effectively. Based on the above points, CMGBCC provided a good solution. This
study could be applied to other tree species, and the crown shape could be simulated by
CMGBCC based on simply collecting corresponding type value points.

The 3D tree polymorphism model is the basis for the visual simulation of forest
growth and management [42,43], and it is also the direct object of related research. For the
simulation of forest growth and management visualization, it is necessary to represent the
relationship between tree growth, environmental factors, and the tree growth allometric
results caused by environmental factors to simulate reality. At the same time, the process of
tree growth is accompanied by the new branches’ occurrence and the old branches’ death.
Currently, related 3D tree modeling research has not considered withered branches and has
not been represented in the simulation of tree growth visualization. In the 3D-CFPM, we
considered the deficiencies of the 3D tree polymorphism model in simulating the branch
withered status. In addition, for the forest management visual simulation, calculating the
management indicators needs to use morphological and structural parameters. The 3D tree
polymorphic model can provide relatively reliable basic parameters with morphological
changes, which could make forest management visual simulation results closer to the real
management situation.

In the future, we aim to combine the model with a constructed underlying algorithm,
generate a large number of models in real-time to fill the model library and continue to
explore the branch withered process to quantify the branches’ withered state at different
heights to further improve the tree polymorphism simulation performance.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed a 3D modeling method of the Chinese fir polymorphism,
which, based on the analysis of the shortcomings of the 3D tree polymorphism simulation,
constructed CMGBCC and considered the withered branch state effects of the tree morphology
in the modeling process. This model improved the simulation of tree morphology, which
is conducive to optimizing the basic model of tree growth and forest management visual
simulation in forestry practice; therefore, simulation can be more in line with forestry laws.

The following are the highlights of this study:

• Constructing CMGBCC improved the fitting function for the crown curve.
• We considered the influence of different withered state branches on the whole shape

in 3D tree modeling.
• We simulated three types of polymorphisms, including natural pruning, crown dis-

placement, and crown shape difference.
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